
"Future Visions" projects to make UCSD more community accessible

April 9, 1990

Kelly Pyrek, Golden Triangle Metropolitan 4350 Executive Dr., #221 San Diego, CA 92121

Dear Kelly:

Attached is the UCSD copy for the Golden Triangle Metropolitan's "Future Visions" issue.

The projects we propose using are either expected to be heavily used by the community or will make UCSD
more accessible to the community.

I will be out of the office until April 16. In my absence, if you need information or assistance please contact
Yvonne Baskin (534-3120)

Sincerely,

Winifred Cox

Director of University Communications

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO "FUTURE VISIONS" PROJECTS

INFORMATION PAVILIONS

In an effort to increase the accessibility of the UCSD campus to community residents, an Information Pavilion
was recently opened on Gilman Drive near La Jolla Village Drive. In December 1990 a second pavilion will open
at the Genesee Avenue/Northview Drive entrance to campus. Maps, brochures, parking permits and directions
are available at the pavilions, staffed from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. weekdays; 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Saturdays,
and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Sundays.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND PACIFIC STUDIES

The recently completed Robinson Building Complex which houses the UCSD Graduate School of International
Relations and Pacific Studies (IR/PS) is located in the northwest sector of the campus. Its striking marble facade
is easily visible from North Torrey Pines Road. The only graduate school in the nation to focus on the Pacific
Basin, IR/PS has been called a bold experiment by many educators because of its unique blend of international
relations, foreign language, public policy studies and business management.

NEW STUART COLLECTION PIECES

Visitors who roam the UCSD campus delight in finding pieces of one of the most respected outdoor sculpture
collections in the United States -the Stuart Collection. Eight site-specific pieces -- commissioned to address a
particular location -- are already installed on the UCSD campus. Another three well-known artists are preparing to



add their touch to the Collection. New York artist Jackie Ferrara will complete, on the School of Medicine campus,
a 200' by 50' private stone garden, encased by a wall for seating, and shaded by a canopy of trees. Canadian
artist George Trakas will design a 400' footbridge to span Pepper Canyon which separates a housing complex
on campus. A path with the image of a snake coiled throughout, designed by Los Angeles artist Alexis Smith, will
wend its way up the Warren Mall to the Central University Library.

MANDELL WEISS FORUM THEATRE

Groundbreaking ceremonies for the $5.7 million Mandell Weiss Forum Theatre were held in April. The 300-
seat, thrust stage Forum theatre will be near the existing Mandell Weiss Center for the Performing Arts at the
corner of La Jolla Village Drive and North Torrey Pines Road. Slated for completion in 1991, the Forum theatre
was designed by architect Antoine Predock.
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